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About This Game

Classic color match puzzle meets space shoot'em up action! Hop into your spaceship, open a path through huge waves of aliens
and other hazards, and face intense boss battles!

Three difficulty modes.

Randomized color puzzle stages.

Intense shoot'em up boss fights.

Unlock, buy and upgrade new ships.

Unlockable Boss Rush mode.

Colorful and polished pixel art graphics.

Arcade-like FM synth soundtrack.
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In fact, this does not seem to be the same as the old RTS. The game is boring, ugly and also on Unity. There is no plot, no
denouement, faceless enemy, faceless you.. I really didn't enjoy this game. I haven't even completed it.

 RAZED has a really interesting concept, its basically a platformer with resource management. Your character has an energy bar
that if it depletes fully will explode you. Running and special gem pickups littered about stages are the only way to replete it.
Anytime not spent running however the bar depletes. This of course means that using special abilities depletes it, but most
interestingly the jump or even just falling off of cliffs depletes it. This idea has a ton of potential, which in my opinion is
realized in the worst ways.

 Instead of offering interesting options with decisions to be made, everything in RAZED feels like a carefully calculated
equation. A very strictly calculated equation. Even in World 2 you will being noticing that you are only being given barely
enough time to refill your energy bar in order to make the next jump or clear the next challenge. The game punishes you for the
tiniest misstep. And after 2 hours of feeling like I was being relentlessly beaten into the dirt, I gave up. I love platfomers, and I
enjoy difficult ones quite a bit, Celeste being one example. But RAZED feels like it steps over a line into just being unfair.
Obviously there are people who enjoy this game and that's great. But I honestly can't think of a niche in gaming that another
game doesn't do better than RAZED.. Okay, first of all, this is not a distopian game. Which is not a bad thing, but, honestly I
was intrigued by the concept of a 70s distopia, only to find that this is more a case of not using the word correctly. This game
*is* quite a good example of "zeerust" though, (the particular kind of datedness which afflicts things that were originally
designed to look futuristic) but not distopia.

The big problem with this game is that it's an action-puzzle-platformer that just doesn't have enough action, puzzles, or
platforms. It's just not engaging enough. Mostly, the game involves walking, jumping, and doing obvious actions to obvious
objects. The story-line is bare-bones, which would be fine, if the rest of it was strong, but it's not. In a lot of ways, it reminds me
of Teslagrad, but Teslagrad does everything better.

ILIKESCIFI, if you read this, you've shown that you can make a professional-level game. I'm not sure I would have released this
as a commercial product, despite the love you've put into it. But I do hope that you try again. Watch Extra Credits, and try again.
:). very fun game , but it keeps on crashing anytime i reload or pull out a new weapon. Before buying this game, be aware of
these two things:
1. If you have an unusual monitor resolution, the game's hot spots may be improperly synced, making it impossible to interact
with things. I was only able to fix this by switching to a different monitor. I've only heard of one other person having this
problem, however.
2. There is a missable clue in the first chapter which breaks the game near the end. The game requires you to pick up all
necessary clues before moving on except this glitched one. Consult a guide and save yourself the hours it'll take to start over.

All in all, Silver Earring has taken a huge step from Mystery of the Mummy. The story, gameplay, controls, and voice acting are
all vastly improved. This game marks where the series really began to capture the traditional Sherlock Holmes vibe. Unlike
many mystery games where the protagonist seems to be a complete idiot, Holmes is always a step ahead without leaving the
player feeling completely lost. The end-of-chapter quizzes really help to keep you up with the story, so you don't find yourself
simply clicking around with no idea what's going on.

Though the game is an overall improvement from it's predecessor, it does have its share of problems. The occasional typos and
strange subtitles were more funny than annoying to me. The Action/Stealth sections can be a bit difficult as Holmes is not
always easy to control, but with a few tries they can be mastered. For the most part, if you are forgiving of the game's age it will
be easier to enjoy.. All details whether important or minute make the management aspects first class.. Overall I liked the game,
but there were parts that needed a bit more work. I couldn't find any real romance options or even a character that you could
romance, and it was a lot shorter than I expected. It is a new idea and I would play a sequal if it is released.. Dakka Dakka
Dakka. And hats. That sums up this DLC. 10\/10, would viking across the Sectors again. Still wish more people played, but hey-
on the upside all games fill fast.. Great game. Checks a lot of boxes for me. I've played so many of David's games over the
years. This will be another I spend hundreds of hours playing.
Check out the discord and watch the twitch streams for more inside information to the development process.
Joined Early Access and couldn't be happier helping to make the game better. So much potential for this game that I love seeing
the new features and content.. nothing special, it just plays like a simple turn-based game, not much content
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one of the best hockey sims ive ever played but some bugs do need to be worked on
A +++++++++++++++++++++++++

THANK YOU. Good, easy entertainment. I really enjoyed relaxing with the free mode. Not the most advance game, but
definitely worth the low price.. I really wanted to like this game since I\u2019m a huge fan of old school 2\/2.5D beat \u2018em
ups. Plus, it\u2019s a small development team and I\u2019m always down for giving some love to underdog developers. But this
is an honest review, so...

This game\u2019s graphical presentation was what initially caught my eye and made me go ahead with my purchase. Sadly,
that\u2019s the best thing about this title. Everything else about Bully Beatdown is pretty sub-par. The annoying shred guitar
soundtrack really started to grate on me after a few levels in. The controls weren\u2019t awful, but the special attacks (of which
there are only a few) are awkward to execute. The character\u2019s extremely limited moveset got old fast - which, in turn,
made the gameplay in general get boring and monotonous pretty quickly.
I powered through to the end of the game, but sadly this game won\u2019t be getting a replay from this reviewer; deleted..
There's a bug in this game !! fix it please !! i cant play with Bug in this game!! after you defeated the new enemy..and then you
move forward and then you go downstairs..and then you walk to the leftside andthen you became a rage golem..and after u
punch the rock!! and i jump down!! and SURPRAISE MOTHER \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ER!!! the cam not follow the
player..but the player not dead!!!..so this is a nice bug!! then fix it!! please!! it's a cool game!! i recommended this game..but
how we feel if there's a bug!! can u feel it?! so please fix this game..so we can play normal again!! FIX IT FASTLY!! thanks :).
If you were looking for something remastered or something that runs natively in windows (not through DOS box), you're going
to have a bad time.

They're essentially selling you abandonware from the 90's.

EDIT: Xenophage is highly unstable. It's highly prone to crashing and I think I'll ask for a refund.. I love playing this on the
Bass.
My friend loves playing this on the guitar. I think he does rythem guitar.. ENG:

The game is currently the best in my opinion, but also realistic version of turn-based strategy game, with involvement of the
egologia, as well as the state economy. The game also will be able to play in their own State, and the impact on the game
completely all potential economic and course of the war. Most similar games such as Civilization game or beyon Earth game, so
this also includes similar elements such as industry or army updating with the difference that they have been implemented in
this game better. How so?

Above all, I personally very much appreciate the simplicity but, versatility, and it is in this well executed, as opposed to a series
of civilization, and that's why I like the game, even better than more of the same game. That's why I like this game!

Includes also quite functional map editor. I highly recommend, especially if you like to play with friends. Forced purchase
startegia games lovers, referral! 3

(See also the newer version of the game)

FIN:

Kyseinen peli on mielest\u00e4ni t\u00e4ll\u00e4 hetkell\u00e4 paras mutta, my\u00f6s realistinen versio vuoropohjaisesta
strategia pelist\u00e4, jossa on mukana my\u00f6s egologia sek\u00e4 valtiotalouden kehitt\u00e4misest\u00e4. Peliss\u00e4
pystyy pelaamaan my\u00f6s omalla valtiolla ja vaikuttaa peliss\u00e4 t\u00e4ysin kaikkeen mahdolliseen talous ja sodan
kulkuun. Useimmat vastaavat pelit kuten Sivilisaatio peli tai Beyon Earth peli niin, t\u00e4m\u00e4 sis\u00e4lt\u00e4\u00e4
my\u00f6s vastaavia elementtej\u00e4 kuten teollisuuden tai armejan p\u00e4ivitt\u00e4mist\u00e4 sill\u00e4 erotuksella
ett\u00e4, ne on toteutettu t\u00e4ss\u00e4 peliss\u00e4 paremmin. Kuinka niin?

Ennen kaikkea min\u00e4 itse arvostan hyvinpaljon yksinkertaisuutta mutta, monipuolisuutta ja se on t\u00e4ss\u00e4
toteutettu hyvin, toisinkuin siviilisaatio sarjassa ja siksi pid\u00e4n peli\u00e4, jopa parempana kuin useampi vastaava peli.
Siksi pid\u00e4n t\u00e4st\u00e4 pelist\u00e4!
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Sis\u00e4lt\u00e4\u00e4 my\u00f6s varsin toimivan karttaeditorin. Suosittelen eritoten jos tykk\u00e4\u00e4 pelata kaverien
kanssa. Pakko hankinta startegia pelien yst\u00e4ville, suositteluni! :3

(Katso my\u00f6s uudempi versio pelist\u00e4). One shouldn't expect the game's actual soundtrack to be in this Soundtrack
DLC. That's probably why it's called "Heavy Bullets EP - Soundtrack".

It by itself is okay, but it's heavily remixed compared to the music found inside the game and, as such, may not appeal
to everyone. I would've liked the exact same music-pieces as in the game with some remixing, but Doseone went a little
over the top with it. Basically, if you'd give the soundtrack a subtitle, it would be "VIP Edition" since, like most of
other artist's "VIP" Remixes, they differ sometimes fairly drastically from the base material.

Viviette is available NOW on Nintendo Switch!:

In case you're interested, Viviette is also available on Nintendo Switch!

https://www.nintendo.com/games/detail/viviette-switch

Our pixel games look amazing on small displays, but it really doesn't matter where you play it. Just grab pen and paper, turn off
your lights, put your headphones on... and enjoy the adventure!

This is one of the many ports we're making for Nintendo Switch. We'll release Strikey Sisters very soon as well, and a remake
of Bot Vice later.

Thanks for your support!

Alberto & Dani. BOT VICE and SUPER STAR PATH on Nintendo Switch!:
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As said in the title, BOT VICE and SUPER STAR PATH are available now on Nintendo Switch as well!

Bot Vice
https://www.nintendo.com/games/detail/bot-vice-switch/

Super Star Path
https://www.nintendo.com/games/detail/super-star-path-switch/

Finally, we can focus 100% on our new project. And those are very good news.

Best regards!

Alberto & Dani. Viviette Release Date: 18 October 2018:
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Hello everyone!

Our upcoming new game, Viviette, now has an official release date:

18 October 2018. Strikey Sisters is available NOW on Nintendo Switch!:

Since today, Strikey Sisters is available on Nintendo Switch too!

https://www.nintendo.com/games/detail/strikey-sisters-switch

It looks and plays very well on handheld mode so, if you are interested in this action brick breaker game and own a Switch,
maybe this is the best version for you!

Both versions, PC and Switch, have exactly the same content. Well, in fact, all the latest improvements of the PC version are
due to the work we have been doing for the Switch port.

Also, Bot Vice is coming next to Switch, and after that, we'll develop a brand new project. Can you imagine a classic Resident
Evil game with the look and feel of Viviette? Imagine no more. We're making it.

Thanks for reading!

Alberto & Dani. Viviette is available NOW!:
Hello everyone!

As you can see, our new game Viviette is available now! We hope you like this hand crafted exploration adventure, and also the
horror side of the experience. We highly recommend avoiding any kind of spoilers before playing. Long long time ago we had
this idea floating around our heads, and just this year we decided to make it a reality. And this is the result!
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As we have mentioned before, this is a classic horror game where you'll have to explore and solve some puzzles. In adversity,
you should persevere. We really encourage solving everything by yourselves. But if you need any help, we're sure other players
will assist you in the game's discussion forums.

That's all we have to say, to be honest. Just enjoy the experience!

Alberto & Dani
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